Biography II
145.

Colin Milburn Benefit
Brochure
Original wrappers, good except for small stain to cover.
Signed by Milburn
£45

146.

Len Hutton Benefit Souvenir 1950 (above left)
Yorkshire Post. Original stiffened wrappers,
good, slight stain to rear wrapper. A nice booklet
- contains fascinating and attractive strip cartoons by Ron Yeomans
£20

147.

Tim Hudson: From the Beatles to Botham
and all the B...S… in between
Lennard, 1990. DW, a fine
copy. Signed expansively by
the author as a dedication on
the end-paper and as a special multi-coloured monogram (?) to the title page.
Fascinating account of the
life of the this cricketing eccentric.
£35

148.

149.

150.

151.

W G’s Little Book
Newnes, 1909. Original boards, professionally
rebacked to become a very good copy. Includes
chapters on Cricket Journalism and Cricket and
Golf.
£75

152.

Denis Compton: End of an Innings
Oldbourne, 1958. Good copy in worn DW. With
the unusual official autographed book plate.
This was quite a controversial book in its day
although it is probably mild in its criticisms by
today’s standards.
£42

153.

Caffyn, W.: Seventy-one Not Out; the Reminiscences of William Caffyn; edited by “Mid-on”.
Blackwood, 1899. Original boards, good. This is a
presentation copy inscribed from Sammy Woods
to R.C.R.G. (Robertson-Glasgow) in 1928, with
penciled annotations. According to A.D. Taylor,
the book was ghosted by A.J. Gaston but “Midon” is generally regarded as being R P Daft. A
very good association copy.
£135

154.

Fred Trueman: Ball of Fire
Dent, 1976. DW, very good. Boldly signed in ink
on the title page by Freddy Trueman.
£22

155.

Len Hutton: Just My Story
Hutchinson, 1956. Original cloth, good. Early
signature by the author to title page
£24

M C Cowdrey:
MCC. The Autobiography of a Cricketer
H&S, 1976. First Edition. DW, a fine copy.
Nicely signed by Cowdrey
£35

Rev. W H Humphrey: George Herbert Hirst
and Wilfred Rhodes. A Record of Cricket
Achievement
Huddersfield; Broadbent, 1937. Original wrappers, slightly soiled but contents very good. Scarce £125
J Arlott: Alletson’s Innings
Epworth, 1957. A very good
copy in original dust wrapper. A brief biography and
then detailed account of “the
most remarkable sustained
hitting innings in first-class
cricket”
£18
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Test Cricket & Tours
156.

157.

Cricket of Today and Yesterday by Percy
Cross Standing.
Subscription Illustrated Edition Caxton, 1904.
Two large volumes in original green/gilt decorative cloth. A good set. These books are a treasure trove of information and illustrations on
cricket at the turn of the century. Just a few
chapter headings at random—”My Second Team
in Canada” by P F Warner; “Tours in America
and South Africa”; “Great Cricketing Families”;
“Mr MacLaren’s Team in Australia”(38pp, virtually a mini-tour book); “The Australian Team of
1902”; “The Canterbury Festival”; “Lord Hawke’s
and Mr Warner’s Teams Abroad”; “Sir T C
O’Brien’s All-Ireland Eleven”; “The Eleventh Australian Eleven” (50pp - again, virtually a tour
book). These are not just short articles but
multi-page, large-format offerings with illustrations on every page. As well as the full page,
high quality portraits like that of Ranji shown
here, there is a mass of candid photos of the
players of the time, illustrations of old engravings
etc. Since they were printed in large numbers at
the time, these books constitute a bargain considering the content and imposing appearance.
The examples offered here are well preserved in
their original state with decorative covers by J
Hassell, a highly respected Victorian engraver
and illustrator.
the set £125

The Australian Cricket Team 1926
The British Australasian, 1926. Original wrappers, very good. A scarce pre-tour publication,
quite substantial at 92pp with plenty of Ashes
history as well as introducing the team. Some
interesting photographs including an unfamiliar
one of James Lillywhite (below)
£45

158.

West Indies Tour to England 1939
Pre-tour brochure, a fine copy in original wrappers. Published by A W Simpson
£45

159.

(Australians Tour to England 1938). Test
Cricket Souvenir 1938
Melbourne; The Age & The Leader. Original
wrappers, large format, very good. Scarce Australian production.
£85

160.

Arthur Mailey: The Men from Australia.
A Souvenir in Pen & Pictures
Cassell, 1926. Original stiffened wrappers, very
good. Includes sections on Captaincy and Batting by Herbie Collins; Fast Bowling and Slip
Fielding by Jack Gregory; Slow Bowling by
Mailey.
£135

161.

1981 Sri Lankan Schools Tour to UK Tour
Souvenir
8pp pre-tour souvenir,
presentation copy from
the Manager. Attractively signed to the front
cover by 21. The party
included Aravinda De
Silva (hoping to be an
accountant and motor
cycling enthusiast against the law), Arjuna
Ranatunga (also hopes
to be an accountant).
£40

Overseas Cricket
162.

163.

164.

South African Cricket Annual - complete set
1951/52 to 2005
Fifty-two issues each in original wrappers and in
fine condition. This is the definitive record of
post-war South African cricket - the “Wisden” of
South Africa, containing the full scores of all
matches and a wealth of interesting articles and
illustrations. Great opportunity to obtain the full
run of this attractive publication, the later years
being very high quality, full colour productions.
the set £550

S E L West (Compiler) and W J Luker (Editor):
Century at Newlands 1864-1964. A History of
the Western province Cricket Club
For the Club, 1965.
This is one of the Limited Deluxe Edition,
bound in full leather
with raised bands and
bearing the gilt initials
“L K F” on the front
cover. It is in fine condition - a dust wrapper
(slightly worn at extremities) from the
trade edition has been
put around this copy
although we are not
sure if this was originally issued with the Limited Edition. Padwick
does not mention a Limited Edition. There is no
indication of the print run although this copy is
number 103. An interesting printed card with
WPCC logo is loosely inserted. It displays the
famous quotation “You do well love cricket, for it
is more free from anything sordid. . . Etc”. A
good example of a rarely found edition.
£145
J A Lester (Ed.): A Century of Philadelphia
Cricket
Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania Press,
1951. Original cloth, good. A magnificent 400pp
tome, wonderfully illustrated, describing the phenomenon of early Philadelphian cricket - J B
King, the Newhalls, C C Morris etc.
£55
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165.

C K B Wister: The Merion Cricket Club 18651965
Privately printed, 1965.
Original cloth, very good.
A fine history of the famous Merion Club in
Philadelphia, home of
Haverford and C C Morris. This copy is a special presentation volume
from the Club to the
surviving grandchildren
of the founder of the
Club.
£95

166.

H M Lippincott:
A History of the Philadelphia Cricket Club
1854 to 1954
For the Club, 1954.
Original cloth, slightly
soiled, good. A high
quality production charting this historic club and
its part in North American cricket. £85

167.

One Hundred Years of the Germantown
Cricket Club
For the Club, 1954.
Original cloth, very
good. The third in the
trilogy of classic histories of the Philadelphian
clubs. Germantown,
who played at Nicetown
and later Manheim,
were famous for the
Wister family. Another
quality, and scarce,
production. £90

168.

John Lawrence’s Handbook of Cricket in Ireland, compiled and edited by J.T.H. Second
Number, 1866-67.
Lawrence, (1867). A very
good copy rebound in
green cloth without wraps
and with the bookplate of
A.E. Winder. A more thorough work than the Wisden covering the same
year. Scarce.
£145

Cricketana
169.

W G Grace at Crystal Palace
A superb and probably unique memento of Dr W
G Grace’s period with London County at Crystal
Palace, c1900. This takes the
form of a large (length 30cm x
width 5cm x thickness 2cm)
wooden bat with real strung
handle. The bat slides apart to
reveal a cut-throat razor
(approx 25cm open length)
which is stored inside. The
outside of the bat is decorated
with an illustration of Cricket
at the Crystal Palace on one
side and Dr W G Grace in batting pose on the other. The
sides carry the legends A Present from the Crystal Palace
and Crystal Palace Sydenham
Hill Croydon. All parts of this
magnificent item are in wonderful condition for its age.
The only defect is some inevitable rusting to the blade of the razor which is in
untouched state but would doubtless respond to
gentle cleaning.
W G started playing for London County at Crystal
Palace around the turn of the century and this is
clearly an early form of “merchandise”. W G inspired hundreds of mementoes throughout his
long career most of which were collected by the
King of Graciana, G Neville Weston. We have,
however, never seen or heard of this particular
example. It has everything for the Grace collector
- rarity, fine condition, striking decorative quality
and two original illustrations on one piece. A
gem.
£345

170.

Australians Tour to UK 1938
Gunn & Moore miniature bat with facsimile signatures of the 1938
Australians. The bat
is 29cm in length
and is in fine condition with properly
strung handle. This
is a far higher standard of production
than the post-war
examples and represents a high quality
memento of not only
the tour but the famous firm of Gunn
& Moore.
The bat is still preserved in its original
wrapper and presentation box - it is clear
that it has hardly
ever seen the light of
day since its manufacture nearly 70
years ago. These
highly collectable
bats are frequently
found in a worn state
and this is a very
rare opportunity to
obtain one as it left
the maker.
£150

171.

West Indies Tour to UK 1957
Royal Worcester plate
(26.5 cm diameter)
with gilt edge decoration and team autographs in gilt. These
plates were produced
in very small numbers, mainly for the
touring party themselves. Consequently they are rarely found on
the market. The 1957 plate was one of the few
not found in Keith Crump’s famous collection.
This example is in fine collectable condition.
£375

172.

Maurice Tate
(Sussex & England)
Ashtray (12 cm diameter) depicting the
famous Tate bowling
action. These ashtrays were part of the
highly collectable
Sandland pottery
series, produced at
Hanley in the 1950s. Fine condition.

£45

173.

Victorian Alphabet
Plate
Child’s alphabet plate
(18.5 cm diameter)
with typical nineteenth
century cricketing
scene, mid-1800s. A
very good example in
attractive sepia tones
and only slight rubbing to borders.
£110

174.

S F Barnes (Lancs,
Warwickshire, Staffordshire & England)
Superb plate (18 cm
diameter) depicting
Barnes in batting pose.
Gilt decoration to rim
£175

175.

Alfred Mynn (Kent)
Modern pot and lid (12
cm diameter, 5 cm
depth) produced for
Patum Peperium Gentleman’s Relish. Depicts the famous William Nicholson woodcut of Mynn and Thomas Box. A highly
attractive and useful
receptacle for the
cricket collector’s desk. £25

176.

Belt Buckle
Early cricketing belt
buckle c1870s in gilt
metal. Slightly bent
and uncleaned - as
found. With a good
depiction of a game in
progress in relief. Belt
attachments to reverse.
£65

177.

Miscellany
178.

Siegfried Sassoon 1886-1967. A Centenary
Celebration at Brenchley and Matfield in
Kent, 25-27 July, 1986
Large format, wrappers, a fine copy. High
class production with
much on Sassoon’s life
including Siegfried
Sassoon and Cricket
by Jim Coldham and
Brenchley Cricket Club
by J Young. Also a
rare photograph of the
Heytesbury Cricket
Team and great cover
illustration by Graham
Clarke. Separate programme of events
loosely inserted.
£25

179.

B Bassano & R Smith: A Springbok Down Under. South Africa on Tour
1931/32
Tasmania; Apple Books,
1991. Original stiffened
wrappers, good. Limited
Edition of 400 copies signed
by the authors. The SA tour
to Australia based on the
diaries of Ken Viljoen. Large
format and magnificently
illustrated.
£26

180.

R C Robertson-Glasgow:
Crusoe on Cricket. With an
Introduction by Alan Ross
Alan Ross, 1966. DW, a fine
copy. The definitive collection
of Crusoe’s work, superbly
handled by his friend Alan
Ross.
£25

181.

E W Swanton: A Celebration
of his Life and Work. Edited
by D Rayvern Allen
Metro, 2000. Original stiffened wrappers, very good. An
update of 1996’s Last Over.
446pp with something of interest on every one.
£6

182.

Bill Frindall: England Test
Cricketers. The Complete
Record from 1877
Collins, 1989. DW, very good.
A massive tome of 518pp giving full details of every English
Test cricketer
£12

Australians Tour to UK 1926
Thorne’s Super Crème Toffee tin (14 cm x 9 cm x
6 cm). Depicts a match in progress on the lid
and individual portraits of the Australian team
around the sides. Somewhat scratched with age
but still an attractive example of a scarce and
highly collectable item.
£95
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Postcards
This is a small sample of our extensive postcard stock many others - coloured and B&W - are available.
183.

M A Noble (Australia). Millar & Lang, National
series, coloured.
£25

184.

C B Fry (Sussex, Hampshire & England). Millar
& Lang, National series, coloured.
£25

185.

D P B Morkell (South Africa). SA International
Cricketers 1929 series, coloured. Very scarce
and in fine condition. Others from this series
also available.
£35

186.

C B Fry (Sussex, Hampshire & England). Rotary
Photo
£20

187.

Tom Hayward (Surrey & England). Foster, RP.
The sought-after “Brown Glossies”. In fine condition
£60

188.

Jack Hobbs (Surrey & England). Watermans.
Signed
£100

189.

Pat Pocock (Surrey & Eng). PB, RP. Signed £35

190.

Colin Cowdrey (Kent & Eng). Hunt, Tonbridge
£20

191.

Ranjitsinhji (Sussex & Eng). R Thiele

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

192.

Notts 1947. Van Ralty, Nottgm, PB, VG £28

193.

Surrey 1952. F C Dick, very good.

194.

Surrey c1913. L Sales, very good. Interesting
team captained by Morice Bird
£28

195.

MCC Tour - Australia 1907/08. Philco £28

196.

West Indies 1957. NP, sl. tear to margin £12

197.

West Indies 1939. NP, slightly worn

198.

Surrey 1946. F C Dick, very good. Captained
by N H Bennett
£30

199.

England 1926. NP, the famous team that won
back the Ashes - includes W Rhodes
£20

200.

A O Jones
(Notts & England)
National Series, very
good.
£30

£20

£24

£20

Trade Cards

201

204

202

205

205.

Huntley & Palmers Biscuits
Another similar card as previous item but depicting a different scene. This example is in fine
original condition.
£35

206.

Christmas Card
Attractive chromolithographic card (8cm x 11cm),
c1880. Carries the message “Wishing you a
Happy Christmas” on the front, plain on the
back. Fine original condition.
£55

207.

Set of Cricketers
Set of 5 cricketing trade cards produced by O J
Ramsdell in USA in 1881. They are delightful
chromolithographic cards (each 8cm x 12.5cm)
titled Bowler, Bowled, Fielder, Batsman, WicketKeeper. This is the complete set, rarely found
together in identical fine state. They were intended for the trader to insert his own advertising material in the blank box. These clean examples were obviously never used and have remained in excellent condition.
the set £100

203

206

Godfrey Phillips Cabinet Size Cards
(Pinnace)
These are really cigarette cards but were printed off as
cabinet size (10cm x 15cm) with plain backs. They are
high quality real photographs and very collectable. This
is a small sample of our stock..

207

201.

Soapine
Fine large (9cm x 13cm) chromolithographic
trade card produced by Geo Schlegel in NY,
USA c1880. Reverse carries a full page advert
for Soapine, manufactured by Kendall Mfg. Co.
of Providence, R.I. A rare and desirable card,
highly decorative and in fine condition.
£60

202.

Bowled Out
Silver and blue chromolithographic trade card
(7cm x 11cm) produced by Geo Mayes in USA,
1881. Plain back intended for the trader to add
his own advert. Good clean example.
£30

203.

Scottish (?) Boy Cricketer
Anonymous trade card (7cm x 11cm) depicting
a (presumably) Scottish boy cricketer. Probably
another American production, chromolithographic c1880. Rear is left plain for the trader
to insert his own advert. Good example with
ver slight adhesion marks to rear.
£25

204.

Huntley & Palmers Biscuits
Chromolithographic trade card (7.5cm x
11.5cm) for Huntley & Palmers Biscuits, produced to record winning the Grand Prize at the
1878 Paris Exhibition. Detailed advertising
text to reverse. This example is decoratively
fine but appears to be laminated for conservation.
£15
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208.

P Perrin (Essex)

£60

209.

J Freeman (Essex)

£60

210.

James Seymour (Kent)

£60

211.

H Strudwick (Surrey)

£60

212.

H A Peach (Surrey)

£60

213.

W Rhodes (Yorkshire & England) £75

Felix and the Eleven of England

(A volume in the MCC Cricket Library series)

Gerald Brodribb
Over 100 pp of text by Brodribb on Felix and the touring eleven plus over 50 full page colour reproductions of Felix’s
original watercolours. Many of these represent historic cricket grounds for the first or only time and have never been
published before.
“This is, in truth, a magnum opus which one day perhaps will be made even more available: paraphrasing the
ditty Song Sung Blue, every home should have one.” Robin Marlar in The Cricketer
“This fine volume of a delightful diary is published in association with the MCC and is a posthumous climax to
Brodribb’s work.” Wisden Cricketer Monthly
Limited Edition of 250 copies each signed by a descendent of Felix, by Ted Dexter, President of MCC, and by Hubert
Doggart, Chairman of the MCC publishing committee and contributor of a charming foreword. Full bonded leather,
all edges gilt, slip case. A few copies available at £160.

Priory Ground, Chichester by Nicholas Felix

A D Taylor, The Cricketologist
by Tony Laughton. Foreword by Hubert Doggart
A D Taylor (1872-1923), journalist, author, bibliophile,
statistician, collector and enthusiast of Sussex cricket, as
well as musician and ‘mine host’ at the Cliftonville Inn at
Hove, was appreciated nationwide for his many publications on the game. His Catalogue of Cricket Literature was
the first accepted bibliography of cricket and his Story of a
Cricket Picture unravelled the fictions surrounding the
most famous of all cricket pictures.
In this first full appreciation of Taylor, Tony Laughton,
also a collector, brings to life the enthusiasm and expertise of his subject and sets him in the local Sussex scene
at the time of Murdoch, Fry and Ranji and in the wider
world of cricket scholarship. Much new material comes to
light, including the sketch of Ireland’s Gardens by Sussex
stalwart Walter Humphreys, and for the first time Taylor’s
Sussex Cricket Curiosities and his very rare Sale listing of
1905 appear in book form.
Hubert Doggart succeeds in involving such diverse characters as Ashley-Cooper, Nelson Mandela, W G, Nick
Faldo, William Ward and Conan Doyle in a scholarly and
entertaining foreword to a well-researched book on the
‘Cricketologist’.
Boundary Books, 2002. 90pp, over 30 illus. Limited to
200 copies of which the first 50 are signed by the author

and Hubert Doggart and
are produced in a deluxe
quarter bonded leather
hardback. Price £75
Numbers 51 to 200 are
bound in full colour stiffened wrappers, price
£15.95
Copies of both editions are
currently available.

To be published in 2008
Another highly anticipated collector’s title by Tony
Laughton is to be published by Boundary Books in
Spring 2008. The Captain of the Crowd, is a fascinating
account of Albert Craig, the Surrey Poet. More than
simply a cricket book this volume is social history at its
finest. Due to its importance, MCC is collaborating
with Boundary Books to include this in the prestigious
MCC Cricket Library series.

